Filoli Senses Bingo
What can you see, smell, feel, and hear as you explore? Check off the squares as you walk through the House, Garden, and Estate Trail. You get BINGO when you find 5 in a row (horizontally, vertically, or diagonally!)

BONUS: Can you find Toto?
Toto, a friendly bulldog, lived at Filoli about 100 years ago. How many statues of Toto can you spot inside the House?
Follow along on this map as you explore Filoli.
You’ll discover something new at each numbered stop!

1. The **HOUSE** was built in 1917, more than 100 years ago.
   How many rooms do you think are inside?
   42  56  99

2. This **FIELD** was where the Roth family kept their horses.
   Circle any animals you see here today:
   Deer  Turkey  Lizard  Gopher

3. On the Estate Trail, walk over **FAULT BRIDGE** to cross the San Andreas Fault.

4. This **REFLECTING POOL** is where the Bourn grandchildren sailed their toy boats.

5. This **LAWN** is where the families would play croquet.

6. In the center of the **WALLED GARDEN** is a sundial.
   Can you use the triangle’s shadow to figure out what time it is?
   o'clock in the morning  afternoon

7. The **HIGH PLACE** marks the top of the Garden. It’s shaped as a “green theater,” so strike your most dramatic pose!

8. The fruit in this **ORCHARD** was planted for the families and their staff to eat.
   What fruit tree would you like to plant in your backyard?

Answer: 56